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Biology past and biology present: Where Biology past and biology present: Where 
have we been and where are we going?have we been and where are we going?



Talk outlineTalk outline

1) Some personal history.
2) The central role of protein machines.
3) Textbook writing highlights important new 

challenges for biological scientists.
4) How to promote innovation?
5) My new life at Science magazine



I was a high school 
student, when the 
revolution in biology 
began with the 
Watson and Crick 
structure for DNA in 
1953

Watson

Crick



1) The DNA polymerase enzyme was discovered by Arthur 
Kornberg and earned him a Nobel Prize.

2) This protein will add a new nucleotide to the end of one DNA 
strand (the “primer strand”) only if that strand is paired to a 
complementary strand that can serve as the template. This 
strand (the “template strand”) must be single strandedsingle stranded, with 
its bases exposed.

3) DNA polymerase moves in only one chemical directionone chemical direction, 
growing the 3’ end of a new DNA strand.

The next major breakthrough: the discovery of The next major breakthrough: the discovery of 
the enzyme that synthesizes DNAthe enzyme that synthesizes DNA





My dismal career as a graduate student, My dismal career as a graduate student, 
Harvard 1961Harvard 1961--19651965

• Inspired by the success of Watson & Crick, I had 
my own theory about how DNA polymerase might 
be able to start its DNA synthesis on a 
chromosome (a double-helical DNA molecule).

• I did many experiments trying to see if the theory 
was right; the many “NO” answers did not surprise 
anyone and they did not add to the store of 
scientific knowledge.



NatureNature

October 28, October 28, 
20042004

My failed My failed 
PhD examPhD exam



My failures taught me important lessonsMy failures taught me important lessons

•• Theoretical biology is much more difficult than Theoretical biology is much more difficult than 
my generation had imagined. It turns out that my generation had imagined. It turns out that 
we had been misled by the striking success of we had been misled by the striking success of 
the 1953 Watsonthe 1953 Watson--Crick DNA model.Crick DNA model.

•• Having a good Having a good strategystrategy in scientific research in scientific research 
is is the key the key to successto success; in addition, always try to ; in addition, always try to 
do an experiment where do an experiment where anyany answer you get answer you get 
will advance our scientific knowledge to at will advance our scientific knowledge to at 
least a small extent.least a small extent.



Only when I moved to Geneva Switzerland in  1965, Only when I moved to Geneva Switzerland in  1965, 
as a postas a post--doctoral fellow with Alfred Tissieres and doctoral fellow with Alfred Tissieres and 
Richard Epstein, did I discover that Richard Epstein, did I discover that DNA DNA 
replication requires much more than DNA replication requires much more than DNA 
polymerase!polymerase!



Bacteriophage T4, a large bacterial virus that infects Bacteriophage T4, a large bacterial virus that infects E. E. 
colicoli, had about 100 genes discovered by genetics by , had about 100 genes discovered by genetics by 

19631963



A major A major mysterymystery: why were there at least 7       : why were there at least 7       
T4 genes that were absolutely required for T4 genes that were absolutely required for 

replication of the T4 virus?replication of the T4 virus?

1)1) These 7 T4 genes had been given numbers: These 7 T4 genes had been given numbers: 32, 41, 32, 41, 
43, 44, 45, 61, 62.43, 44, 45, 61, 62.

2)2) One of these, the gene 43, had been shown to One of these, the gene 43, had been shown to 
produce the T4 produce the T4 bacteriophagebacteriophage DNA polymerase.  DNA polymerase.  

3)3) Why are at least 6 additional proteins needed for Why are at least 6 additional proteins needed for 
any replication of the T4 chromosome when the any replication of the T4 chromosome when the 
virus infects the virus infects the E. coliE. coli bacterium?bacterium?

4)4) Clearly, Clearly, DNA replication must involve at least 7 DNA replication must involve at least 7 
proteins proteins and be much more complicated than and be much more complicated than 
anyone had imagined!anyone had imagined!



My strategy for solving the mystery of so many My strategy for solving the mystery of so many 
replication genes:replication genes:

Develop a new method Develop a new method (DNA cellulose (DNA cellulose 
chromatography) chromatography) to find the mutant proteinsto find the mutant proteins

• Many proteins that function on DNA in the cell will 
have a site on their surface for binding to DNA.

• By fixing a high concentration of single stranded or 
double helical DNA on a solid support such as 
cellulose, one should be able to trap these proteins 
specifically and purify them.

•• Many proteins in a T4 bacteriophageMany proteins in a T4 bacteriophage--infected cell infected cell 
bound to a bound to a DNADNA--cellulose columncellulose column. Would one of . Would one of 
them be missing if a mutant virus was used for the them be missing if a mutant virus was used for the 
infection?infection?



SuccessSuccess: Cold Spring Harbor Symposium, 1968: Cold Spring Harbor Symposium, 1968

Gel electrophoresis of Gel electrophoresis of 
the proteins that elute the proteins that elute 
from a singlefrom a single--stranded stranded 
DNA cellulose column DNA cellulose column 

identifies the T4 gene 32 identifies the T4 gene 32 
proteinprotein



My favorite protein (for historical reasons)My favorite protein (for historical reasons)



Circular DNA 
single strands,    
with and without 
32 protein



Seeing is 
believing



How the gene 32 protein helps DNA polymeraseHow the gene 32 protein helps DNA polymerase

The human version is The human version is 
Replication Protein A Replication Protein A 
(RPA)(RPA)



Now there were only 5 mysterious Now there were only 5 mysterious 
proteins leftproteins left

I could not find these other proteins on my 
DNA column.  So we tried a different approach 
called an “in vitro complementation assay”.

• Here a mutant-infected cell lysate was made, 
and an extract from a cell infected with a 
normal virus was added. 

•• Could we find a stimulation of DNA synthesis Could we find a stimulation of DNA synthesis 
in this crude mixture that depended on adding in this crude mixture that depended on adding 
one of the 5 missing proteins?one of the 5 missing proteins?

The answer was yes!



from Barry and Alberts, 1972from Barry and Alberts, 1972



Finally, in 1975 we had collected purified preparations 
of all of the 7 proteins. We discovered that when we 
mixed them all together we could now replicate a 

double-helical DNA template!

In contrast, DNA polymerase alone, or a mixture 
missing any one protein, would only make new DNA 
when provided with a single-stranded DNA template.

It took another 6 years for us to figure out why each of It took another 6 years for us to figure out why each of 
the proteins was needed in this reaction!the proteins was needed in this reaction!

The strategy worked!The strategy worked!



Your own Your own ChungChung--Cheng Liu was a major Cheng Liu was a major 
contributor as a graduate student with contributor as a graduate student with meme

Now Now President and General Director,
Biomedical Engineering Research Laboratories

Industrial Technology Research Institute 

Liu, C.C. and Alberts, B.M.  Pentaribonucleotides of mixed 
sequence are synthesized and efficiently prime de novo DNA 
chain starts in the T4 bacteriophage DNA replication system. 

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 77, 5698-5702 (1980).

Liu, C.-C. and Alberts, B.M.  Characterization of the DNA-
dependent GTPase activity of T4 gene 4l protein, an essential 
component of the T4 bacteriophage DNA replication apparatus. 

J. Biol. Chem. 256, 2813-2820 (1981). 



The gene 45 protein turned out to form a The gene 45 protein turned out to form a 
sliding clampsliding clamp for the DNA polymerase, for the DNA polymerase, 
allowing the polymerase to move for many allowing the polymerase to move for many 
thousands of nucleotides without dissociating.thousands of nucleotides without dissociating.

One exampleOne example



3’5’

template strand

DNA polymerase adds 
one nucleotide and 

then dissociates

A second DNA 
polymerase molecule 

adds the next nucleotide

primer strand

3’5’

How we viewed DNA replication in the 1960’s



A sliding clamp A sliding clamp 
for DNA for DNA 
polymerase polymerase 
makes possible makes possible 
much more much more 
rapid DNA rapid DNA 
synthesissynthesis

First demonstration 
was by Mike O’Donnell, 
who also solved these 
structures  
collaborating with John 
Kuriyan

The human version The human version 
is PCNAis PCNA



The DNA replication fork in two dimensionsThe DNA replication fork in two dimensions



But the fork is actually folded, so as to But the fork is actually folded, so as to 
allow the DNA polymerase on the lagging allow the DNA polymerase on the lagging 

strand to be used over and overstrand to be used over and over



The result of 20 years of research at The result of 20 years of research at 
Princeton, UCSF and in other labsPrinceton, UCSF and in other labs

A protein machine
The folded replication forkThe folded replication fork



We now know that the same basic mechanism We now know that the same basic mechanism 
is used to replicate DNA from large viruses, is used to replicate DNA from large viruses, 

like T4 like T4 bacteriophagebacteriophage, to mammals, to mammals

However, as more complex organisms However, as more complex organisms 
evolved, each function in T4 was carried out evolved, each function in T4 was carried out 
by more proteins.by more proteins.

•• For example, bacteria use 13 protein For example, bacteria use 13 protein 
molecules instead of 7, and humans seem to molecules instead of 7, and humans seem to 
use at least 27!use at least 27!



Some personal lessons learned:Some personal lessons learned:

1)1) Go after mysteries!Go after mysteries!

2)2) There are remarkable homologies between living There are remarkable homologies between living 
things;  therefore use things;  therefore use model organismsmodel organisms wherever wherever 
possible.possible.

3)3) Nearly all cell processes will be based on elegant Nearly all cell processes will be based on elegant 
mechanisms, too hard to predict.mechanisms, too hard to predict.



The magic of protein machines is best 
appreciated by a movie that shows such a 
machine in action.

The movie was made by Bruce Stillman at the 
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, as part of the 
50 year DNA celebration there.  It can be 
found on Cold Spring Harbor DNA Learning 
Center website in the section that deals with 
“Copying the code”.





““Protein machinesProtein machines””
Almost every process in the cell is now recognized to Almost every process in the cell is now recognized to 

be driven by a complex of 10 or more proteinsbe driven by a complex of 10 or more proteins

These protein machines function very much like the These protein machines function very much like the 
machines in everyday life that are driven by electric machines in everyday life that are driven by electric 
energy.energy.

They undergo ordered movements driven by They undergo ordered movements driven by 
proteins in the set that harness the energy of ATP  proteins in the set that harness the energy of ATP  
or GTP hydrolysis.or GTP hydrolysis.

See overview in See overview in CellCell 92: 29192: 291--294 (1998).294 (1998).



The protein machines The protein machines 
in cells are also in cells are also 
assembled only assembled only 
where and when they where and when they 
are needed, in are needed, in 
reactions catalyzed reactions catalyzed 
by proteins that by proteins that 
hydrolyze ATP or hydrolyze ATP or 
GTPGTP



Obtaining the information needed to 
accurately describe the mechanism of  every 

type of protein machine in a cell
• This will require the reconstitution of many hundreds reconstitution of many hundreds 
of protein machines from their of protein machines from their purifiedpurified componentscomponents, so 
that the detailed chemistry of each machine can be 
deciphered through reactions studied in a test tube.
• Rate constants and affinities will need to be 
measured, and we can only claim to understand the 
machine when we can accurately predict the effect 
of altering each of these parameters..

An Important Challenge for the Next An Important Challenge for the Next 
Generation of Cell Biologists:Generation of Cell Biologists:



We will also need to work out the many We will also need to work out the many 
interactions between interactions between differentdifferent protein machines:protein machines:

For example, the replication fork constantly collides For example, the replication fork constantly collides 
with RNA polymerase molecules transcribing on the with RNA polymerase molecules transcribing on the 

DNA, without creating problems.DNA, without creating problems.



When we purified each of the individual T4 replication When we purified each of the individual T4 replication 
proteins using serial steps of column chromatography, proteins using serial steps of column chromatography, 
we observed that some of the proteins lost all of their we observed that some of the proteins lost all of their 
activity if the magnesium concentration was not kept activity if the magnesium concentration was not kept 
above a certain level, or if we did not use doubleabove a certain level, or if we did not use double--
distilled water, high glycerol concentrations, etc. distilled water, high glycerol concentrations, etc. 

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION: : Without an activity assay, one can Without an activity assay, one can 
expect some purified proteins to have lost all of expect some purified proteins to have lost all of 
their activity, and thus be useless for their activity, and thus be useless for 
reconstituting biological reactions.reconstituting biological reactions.

Largely forgotten in this age of proteomics: Largely forgotten in this age of proteomics: 
the importance of activity assays!the importance of activity assays!



The authors have all learned a 
great deal from 25 years of 
writing this very large textbook



5th edition in Antarctica 2008



The joy of textbook writingThe joy of textbook writing



1) The recognition that positive and negative 1) The recognition that positive and negative 
feedback loops underlie nearly feedback loops underlie nearly allall cell chemistry. cell chemistry. 

2) The recognition that extensive scaffold 2) The recognition that extensive scaffold 
networks produce biochemical subnetworks produce biochemical sub--compartments compartments 
in the cell, without requiring a membrane.in the cell, without requiring a membrane.

Two recent surprises for textbook authors Two recent surprises for textbook authors 
(of many)(of many)



How nearly all of biology worksHow nearly all of biology works

A E

There is no way to understand such 
pathways without mathematics



Example: the actin cytoskeletonExample: the actin cytoskeleton



We will need mathematical/computational We will need mathematical/computational 
models to decipher such complex systems models to decipher such complex systems 

����One example:One example:

• Modern computers make possible individual-molecule 
based simulations, in which tens of thousands of 
molecules are simultaneously allowed to diffuse 
randomly and “react” in a virtual space. 

• The simulated positions of all of the molecules can be 
calculated in cycle steps of micro- to milliseconds. 

• If after billions of such cycles, the emergent 
properties observed for the system closely resemble 
those in the cell, then one can hope to use the model 
to gain important insights into mechanisms.



These models require a large amount These models require a large amount 
of quantitative dataof quantitative data

1.1. An inventory of the set of interacting molecules An inventory of the set of interacting molecules 
and their molecular structures. and their molecular structures. 

2.2. Identification of all molecular Identification of all molecular partnerspartners in the set, in the set, 
with determination of the with determination of the rate and equilibrium rate and equilibrium 
constantsconstants for forming each partner for forming each partner ---- as well as as well as 
quantitative measurements of the effect of partner quantitative measurements of the effect of partner 
formation on other molecules.formation on other molecules.

3.3. An understanding of the behavior of this set of An understanding of the behavior of this set of 
molecules both in molecules both in reconstituted reconstituted in vitro in vitro systems systems 
with pure proteins with pure proteins and in living cells.and in living cells.



One therefore needs to start with   
model systems that are simpler 

than the entire process, choosing 
those where extensive biochemical 

work is being done



The Listeria
bacterium as a 
model for the model for the 

actinactin--mediated mediated 
movement of movement of 
intracellular intracellular 

vesiclesvesicles



• There is an in vitro system in which a mixture 
of 5 purified proteins moves a polystyrene 
bead mimic of the bacterium (established by 
Marie-France Carlier and co-workers in 
France).

• Nearly all of the rate constants and affinities 
for the proteins in this set have been 
determined (established by Tom Pollard and 
co-workers in USA).

Why use Why use ListeriaListeria to work out new methods?to work out new methods?



A model system for understanding the A model system for understanding the actinactin
cytoskeleton: cytoskeleton: actinactin--mediated movement of a bacteriummediated movement of a bacterium

Actual bacterium          Computational model  



Details from 
computational 
model with 5 

proteins

(yellowyellow ATP-actin, 
red ADP-actin)

(Computational 
model courtesy 
of Garry Odell  

& Jonathan 
Alberts, 

University of 
Washington)



Talk available on Web by Garry Odell, Talk available on Web by Garry Odell, 
presented at the Mathematical Sciences presented at the Mathematical Sciences 

Research InstituteResearch Institute
“Why are mindless, individual agentWhy are mindless, individual agent--based based 
computer simulation models less likely to computer simulation models less likely to 
deceive than elegant and thoughtful partial deceive than elegant and thoughtful partial 
differential equation models of traditional differential equation models of traditional 
continuum mechanics?continuum mechanics?””

 http://http://www.msri.org/specials/sbcwww.msri.org/specials/sbc



Intracellular compartmentation 
without membranes



Figure 16-38 Molecular Biology of the Cell (© Garland Science 2008)

A simple A simple 
example: example: the the 
whiskers on whiskers on 
formin allow formin allow 
actin filaments actin filaments 
to grow at rates to grow at rates 
faster than faster than 
““diffusion diffusion 
controlledcontrolled””

(from T. Pollard et al)(from T. Pollard et al)



Finally, cells are constantly covalently modifying their proteinFinally, cells are constantly covalently modifying their proteins s 
to move them to specific places in their interior, altering theito move them to specific places in their interior, altering their r 

subsub--compartments via  compartments via  ““positional codespositional codes””

A cell is nothing like a test tube!A cell is nothing like a test tube!



Special issue:Special issue:
November 27, 2009November 27, 2009



My conclusion: It will probably take My conclusion: It will probably take 
most of this century to gain a true most of this century to gain a true 
understanding of how cells and understanding of how cells and 

organisms workorganisms work
•• Much more biochemistry will be Much more biochemistry will be 

needed needed (immunoprecipitations are not enough!)

•• Also needed: new methods for Also needed: new methods for 
analyzing and understanding the analyzing and understanding the 
enormous complexity of  lifeenormous complexity of  life’’s s 
chemistry.chemistry.



How to stimulate innovation?How to stimulate innovation?

In attempting to address this question, it is In attempting to address this question, it is 
important to recognize how new knowledge important to recognize how new knowledge 

arisesarises



http://www.BeyondDiscovery.orghttp://www.BeyondDiscovery.org



RESULTRESULT

TI
M

E

1985

1970

1960

1980

1950

Watson
& Crick

Radioisotopes
in biology

Barry &
Alberts

etc. etc.

Epstein
& Edgar

Wood
et al

Delbruck
et al

Marmur
& Doty

Kornberg
et al

My field
from 1950-1985

How do How do 
productive productive 
ideas in ideas in 
science arise?science arise?

A personal A personal 
exampleexample



THE FUNDAMENTAL REASON FOR THE THE FUNDAMENTAL REASON FOR THE 
EXPLOSIVE GROWTH OF SCIENCEEXPLOSIVE GROWTH OF SCIENCE

100100 units of knowledgeunits of knowledge
can be combinedcan be combined

in in 100100 times more waystimes more ways
than canthan can

1010 units of knowledgeunits of knowledge



But there is a catch!But there is a catch!

As knowledge grows, it  becomes As knowledge grows, it  becomes 
increasingly difficult to find the right increasingly difficult to find the right 

combinationscombinations



To create consists precisely in not making useless To create consists precisely in not making useless 
combinations and in making those which are useful combinations and in making those which are useful 
and which are only a small minority. and which are only a small minority. 

Invention is discernment, choiceInvention is discernment, choice…… Among chosen Among chosen 
combinations the most fertile will often be those combinations the most fertile will often be those 
formed of elements drawn from domains which are formed of elements drawn from domains which are 
far apart. far apart. ……

The true work of the inventor consists in The true work of the inventor consists in 
choosing among these combinations so as to choosing among these combinations so as to 
eliminate the useless oneseliminate the useless ones..

Henri Henri PoincarPoincaréé
19081908

The  source of creativity in science The  source of creativity in science 



decades

decades

A problem: the channeling of research A problem: the channeling of research 
topics due to topics due to ““training inertiatraining inertia””

Unexplored 
experimental 

spaces

Overcrowded 
experimental 

spaces



How then should research be How then should research be 
organized to stimulate innovation?organized to stimulate innovation?

• Here I will give you my personal view, based 
on my 30 years in universities.



The start of my career in science policyThe start of my career in science policy
19851985



Structuring institutions to maximize Structuring institutions to maximize 
innovationinnovation

• In general, we should encourage our institutions to 
support a set of laboratories of modest size (9 to 12 
people, maximum), each headed by an 
outstanding, innovative independent investigator.

• These laboratories should be clustered, embedded 
in a cooperative culture in which techniques and 
equipment are freely shared.

• Our reward systems must change to strongly 
encourage risk taking and originality.

•• And everything must be done to encourage a And everything must be done to encourage a 
random collision random collision of people and ideas.of people and ideas.



Another way to stimulate new science:Another way to stimulate new science:
Focused workshops with 5 experts and 20 Focused workshops with 5 experts and 20 

leading scientists in other areasleading scientists in other areas



My life at My life at 
Science Science 

magazinemagazine

Published Published 
last Octoberlast October



ArdiArdi, our , our 
4.4 million 4.4 million 
year old year old 
ancestor!ancestor!



Sequence of Neanderthal genome in Sequence of Neanderthal genome in 
last weeklast week’’s issue ofs issue of Science Science magazinemagazine



Using Using 
science and science and 
Science Science to to 
create more create more 
coherence in coherence in 
the field of the field of 
educationeducation



Connecting 
science to 
language 

and literacy

April 23, 2010

Special issue:



Arguing for more time for science in schools



Also critical to work to improve the Also critical to work to improve the 
scientific enterprise itself!scientific enterprise itself!

Collaborating with the chief editors of NatureNature and the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of SciencesProceedings of the National Academy of Sciences:

1.To establish an ““author IDauthor ID”” systemsystem”” so that each 
author can be specifically identified in databases 
like PubMed.

2.To discourage “honorary authorships,” require that 
the contribution of each author be published contribution of each author be published 
with a paper.



Also critical to work to improve the Also critical to work to improve the 
scientific enterprise itself!scientific enterprise itself!

Collaborating with the chief editors of NatureNature and the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of SciencesProceedings of the National Academy of Sciences:

3. To insure data qualityinsure data quality, require that a senior author senior author 
take responsibilitytake responsibility for having seen the original data 
for each type of method used in a publication.

4. To encourage mentoring encourage mentoring by senior scientists, 
establish a separate mentoring search featureseparate mentoring search feature in 
PubMed and other databases.



In summary, where has biology In summary, where has biology 
been?been?

• In the past 50 years, tremendous advances have 
been made in our understanding of the molecular 
basis of life, driven largely by the development of 
powerful new techniques.

• We can see our way to the end of remarkable 
descriptive phase in cell biology, since all of the 
molecular structures and pathways can now be 
deciphered, although this will still require a lot of 
hard work.



In summary, where is biology In summary, where is biology 
going?going?

• We now know that the chemistry of life is incredibly 
complex, by far the most sophisticated chemistry 
known.

• Many of the most interesting attributes of life are due 
to emergent propertiesemergent properties: properties that stem from 
very complicated networks of chemical interactions, 
whose consequences can not be deciphered from 
the details of a few individual parts alone. 

•• InnovativeInnovative new methods and approaches will 
therefore be needed before we can claim to 
“understand” even the simplest living cells.



There are many wonderfully exciting There are many wonderfully exciting 
challenges for young scientistschallenges for young scientists

BE CREATIVE AND BE CREATIVE AND 
INTELLECTUALLY AMBITIOUS!INTELLECTUALLY AMBITIOUS!

FINAL CONCLUSION:




